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Abstract 
We present the stability analysis for the new regulation-triggered approach 
to adaptive control introduced in a companion paper. Due to the fact that 
the closed-loop system is hybrid, our proofs have essential differences 
from the conventional adaptive control proofs, where the Lyapunov 
analysis either encompasses the complete closed-loop state or is done in 
multiple steps through comparison or Gronwall-Bellman lemmas. In 
addition, we present a convenient algorithm for checking our parameter-
observability assumption, which involves repeated Lie derivatives of 
appropriate vector fields and can be applied to the class of nonlinear 
control systems for which at most one unknown parameter appears in each 
differential equation. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The stability and convergence analysis for the new regulation-triggered adaptive control approach 
[3] is presented here. The assumptions and the description of the adaptive regulator are briefly 
restated for convenience in Section 2 and the proofs are given in Section 3. The design innovation 
in [3] is accompanied with an innovation in the stability analysis here. The proof of the main result 
in [3], Theorem 3.1, differs essentially from the conventional adaptive control proofs of the past 
forty years, where Lyapunov analysis is employed, which either encompasses the complete closed-
loop state or is done in multiple steps through comparison or Gronwall-Bellman lemmas [5]. We go 
beyond the distinct stability treatments of the plant state and the parameter estimate that are 
characteristic of the modular (estimation-based) approaches to adaptive control. The major 
distinctions come from the fact that, unlike for conventional approaches, the parameter estimate in 
our approach converges to the true value (under a reasonably unrestrictive parameter-observability 
condition) even in the absence of persistent excitation, and, just as importantly, does so in finite 
time, whereas the plant has a conventional, infinite-time regulation property. Another major 
distinction from most other adaptive approaches is that our controller, and, hence, the closed-loop 
system, is hybrid, resulting in our devoting a significant part of the proof of our Theorem 3.1 to the 
closed-loop system’s well-posedness and to showing that, apart from  , there is no other 
accumulation point for the times of events. While our general result is on global asymptotic 
regulation on the plant state, under suitable assumptions we also present results on (local and 
global) exponential regulation. 
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     In Section 4 (Theorem 4.1) we present a convenient algorithm for checking our parameter-
observability assumption, which involves repeated Lie derivatives of appropriate vector fields and 
can be applied to the class of nonlinear control systems for which at most one unknown parameter 
appears in each differential equation. 
 
Notation.  
  For a vector nx   we denote by x  its usual Euclidean norm, by x   its transpose.  
    denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. Z  denotes the set of non-negative integers.  
  We say that a function 
nV :  is positive definite if 0)( xV  for all 0x  and 0)0( V . We 
say that a continuous function 
nV :  is radially unbounded if the following property holds: 
“for every 0M  the set })(:{ MxVx n   is compact”. For a given vector field nn xFx  )(  
and a smooth function nV : , )(xVLF  denotes the Lie derivative of V  along F , i.e., 
)()()( xFxVxVLF  , where 







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
 )(,...,)()(
1
x
x
V
x
x
V
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n
. The repeated Lie derivative )()( xVL kF  for certain 
integer 1k  is defined recursively by the formula )()( )1()( xVLLxVL kFF
k
F

 , with )()()1( xVLxVL FF  .  
  By K  we denote the class of strictly increasing 0C  functions  :a  with 0)0( a .  By K  
we denote the class of strictly increasing 0C  functions  :a  with 0)0( a  and 

)(lim sa
s
.  
By KL  we denote the set of all continuous functions  :  with the properties: (i) for 
each 0t  the mapping ),( t  is of class K  ; (ii) for each 0s , the mapping ),( s  is non-
increasing with 0),(lim 

ts
t
 . 
All stability notions used in this paper are the standard stability notions for time-invariant systems 
(see [4]).  
 
 
2. Assumptions and Description of the Adaptive Regulator 
 
Consider the system  
lmn ux
uxguxfx




,,
),(),(
                                                       (2.1) 
where nmnf : ,  lnmng :  are smooth mappings with 0)0,0( f , 0)0,0( g  and 
l  is a vector of constant but unknown parameters.  
    We first suppose that there exist a smooth mapping  mnlk :  with 0)0,( k  for all l  
(the nominal feedback controller), two families of continuous, positive definite and radially 
unbounded functions 
nQV :,   parameterized by 
l  (Lyapunov-like functions) with the 
mappings )(),( xQxnl   , )(),( xVx
nl
   being continuous and such that the following 
assumptions hold. 
 
(H1) For each l , n0  is Globally Asymptotically Stable (GAS) for the closed-loop system  
 )),(,()),(,( xkxgxkxfx                                                (2.2) 
Moreover, for every l , nx 0  the solution 
ntx )(  of (2.2) with initial condition 0)0( xx   
satisfies the inequality  0))(( xQtxV    for all 0t .  
 
(H2) For every non-empty, compact set l , the following property holds: “for every 0M  
there exists 0R  such that the implication RxMxV   ,)(  holds”.  
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    Assumption (H1) is a standard stabilizability assumption (necessary for all possible adaptive 
control design methodologies). Assumption (H2) is a technical assumption, which requires a 
“uniform” coercivity property for the family V  on compact sets of 
l .       
     In order to be able to estimate the vector of constant but unknown parameters l , we need an 
additional parameter observability assumption.  
 
(H3) There exists a positive integer N  such that the following implication holds:  
“If there exist times N  ...0 10 , vectors 
l
Ndd ,...,, 0  with 0id  for Ni ,...,0  and a 
right differentiable mapping    nNNnN CCx  };,...,{\],0[];,0[ 010    satisfying 
 )))(,(),(()))(,(),(()( txdktxgtxdktxftx ii   for ),[ 1 iit  , 1,...,0  Ni ,  0)))(,(),(( 1  ij dtxdktxg   for 
all ],[ 1 jjt  , 1,...,0  Ni , ij ,...,0 , then 0)( tx  for all ],0[ Nt  .”  
 
    Assumption (H3) is an observability assumption for the closed-loop system (2.1) with ),ˆ( xku  , 
which guarantees that the only solution for which the vector of constant but unknown parameters 
l  cannot be estimated is the zero solution. Assumption (H3) replaces the well-known 
“persistency of excitation” condition that is used in many cases for the design of adaptive control 
schemes.  
    Next we present the adaptive regulator that is based on assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). The 
reasoning behind the construction of the adaptive scheme is described in detail in the companion 
paper [3]. 
    The control action in the interval between two consecutive events is governed by the nominal 
feedback ),( xku   with the unknown l  replaced by its estimate ˆ  at the beginning of the 
interval. Moreover, the estimate ˆ  of the unknown l  is kept constant between two consecutive 
events. In other words, we have 
 




Zitt
Zittxktu
iii
iii
,),[,)(ˆ)(ˆ
,),[,)(),(ˆ)(
1
1


                                        (2.3) 
where   00 ii  is the sequence of the event times satisfying 
    ZirT iii ,,min1                                              (2.4) 
where 00  , 0T  is a positive constant (one of the tunable parameters of the proposed scheme) 
and iir   is a time instant determined by the event trigger.  
     Let 
na :  be a continuous, positive definite function (again, one of the tunable parameters 
of the scheme). The event trigger is described by the equations: 
 ))(())(())((:inf:
)(ˆ)(ˆ iiii
xaxQtxVtr
ii


 , for 0)( ix                             (2.5) 
Tri : , for 0)( ix                                                            (2.6) 
   The description of the event-triggered adaptive control scheme is completed by the parameter 
update law, which is activated at the times of the events. Let NN 
~
 be an (arbitrary; the last of the 
tunable parameters of the proposed scheme) positive integer that satisfies NN 
~
, where 0N  is the 
positive integer involved in Assumption (H3). Define:  

t
dssusxfxtxtp

 ))(),(()()(:),(                                                (2.7) 

t
dssusxgtq

 ))(),((:),(                                                         (2.8) 
 TNij ijji
~
,},...,0{:min: 11                                              (2.9) 
 
 ),(),( 1111   iiii GZ                                                       (2.10) 
where  
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The parameter update law is given by the formula 






   ),(),(,:)(
ˆminarg)(ˆ 1111
2
1 iiii
l
ii GZ                      (2.12) 
which, as explained in [3], is a discontinuous, non-recursive, least-squares estimator.   
 
 
 
3. Analysis of the Adaptive Scheme   
 
    In this section, for reader’s convenience, we first provide the statements of the results contained 
in [3].  
 
Theorem 3.1: Consider the control system (2.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Let 0T  be a 
positive constant and let 
na :  be a continuous, positive definite function.  Finally, let NN 
~
 
be a positive integer that satisfies NN 
~
, where 0N  is the positive integer involved in Assumption 
(H3). Then there exists a family of KL  mappings KL

 ˆ,
~  parameterized by l , lˆ  such 
that for every l , nx 0 , 
l0ˆ  the solution of the hybrid closed-loop system (2.1) with (2.3), 
(2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9), (2.12) and initial conditions 0)0( xx  , 0
ˆ)0(ˆ    is unique, is defined for all 
0t  and satisfies  txtx ,~)( 0ˆ, 0  for all 0t . Moreover, if 00 x  then  )(
ˆ t  for all NTt  .  
 
Theorem 3.2: Consider the control system (2.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Moreover, 
suppose that for each l , there exist constants 0,,   RM  such that for every 
nx 0  with 
Rx 0  the solution of (2.2) with initial condition 0)0( xx   satisfies the estimate 
  0exp)( xtMtx     for all 0t ; i.e., 
n0  is Locally Exponentially Stable (LES) for the 
closed-loop system (2.2). Furthermore, suppose that for every nonempty, compact set l  there 
exist constants 0R , 012  KK  such that 
2
2
2
1 )()( xKxQxVxK   , 
for all  ,nx  with Rx                                                 (3.1) 
Let 0T  be a positive constant and let 
na :  be a continuous, positive definite function that 
satisfies    xxxxax n ,0,:)(sup 2  for certain 0 .  Finally, let NN ~  be a positive 
integer that satisfies NN 
~
, where 0N  is the positive integer involved in Assumption (H3). Then 
there exists a family of constants 0
~
,
~
ˆ,ˆ,


RM  parameterized by ll )ˆ,(  , such that for every 
l , nx 0 , 
l0ˆ  with 
0
ˆ,0
~

Rx   the solution of the hybrid closed-loop system (2.1) with 
(2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9), (2.12) and initial conditions 0)0( xx  , 0
ˆ)0(ˆ    satisfies the estimate 
  0ˆ, exp
~
)(
0
xtMtx     for all 0t . 
 
Theorem 3.3: Consider system (2.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Moreover, suppose that 
for each l , n0  is Globally Exponentially Stable (GES) for (2.2) and that for every 
nonempty, compact set l  there exist constants 012  KK  such that 
2
2
2
1 )()( xKxQxVxK   , 
for all  ,nx                                                           (3.2) 
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Let 0T  be a positive constant and let 
na :  be a continuous, positive definite function that 
satisfies    0,:)(sup 2 xxxax n .  Finally, let NN ~  be a positive integer that satisfies 
NN 
~
, where 0N  is the positive integer involved in Assumption (H3). Then there exists a family 
of constants 0
~
ˆ,


M  parameterized by l , lˆ , such that for every l , nx 0 , 
l0ˆ  
the solution of the hybrid closed-loop system (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9), (2.12) and 
initial conditions 0)0( xx  , 0
ˆ)0(ˆ    satisfies the estimate   0ˆ, exp
~
)(
0
xtMtx     for all 0t . 
 
Corollary 3.4: Consider the system 
 
l
l
mn
ll
ux
BuxCCAx


),...,(,,
...
1
11


                                          (3.3)  
where nnlCCA
,....,, 1 , 
mnB   are constant matrices. Suppose that there exists a family of 
constants 0  parameterized by 
l  and a continuous mapping ),1[)(   Ml  such 
that    )()exp(...exp 11   MtBKCCAt ll   for all 0t . Moreover, suppose that for every 
l
l  ),...,( 1  , 
lˆ , ll  ),...,( 1   with  
ˆ  and 0 , the pair of matrices 
 llll CCBKCCA    ...,... 11ˆ11  is an observable pair of matrices. Let 0, Ta  be constants 
and let 1
~
N  be a positive integer. Let lnnL :  be the linear operator defined by 
ln
ll exCexCxL
 )...( 11  for 
nx   with le  )0,...,0,1(1 ,…, 
l
le  )1,0,...,0( . Then there 
exists a family of constants 0
~
ˆ,


M  parameterized by l , lˆ , such that for every l , 
nx 0 , 
l0ˆ  the solution of the hybrid closed-loop system (3.3) with (2.4), (2.6), (2.9),  




Zitt
ZittxKtu
iii
ii
i
,),[,)(ˆ)(ˆ
,),[,)()(
1
1)(ˆ



                                     (3.4) 





  ))(ˆ()()(:inf: 2 iiii Maxtxtr  , for 0)( ix  ,                            (3.5) 






   ),(),(,:)(
ˆminarg)(ˆ 1111
2
1 iiii
l
ii Qq                       (3.6) 
where 
   
    
 



















dtdztzLztzLQ
dtdytyztzLq
BwAzxy
wuw
zxz
m
n
))()(())()((),(
)()())()((),(
,
,


                         (3.7) 
and initial conditions 0)0( xx  , 0
ˆ)0(ˆ   , 0)0( z , 0)0( w  satisfies the estimate 
  0ˆ, exp
~
)(
0
xtMtx     for all 0t . Moreover, if 00 x  then  )(
ˆ t  for all Tt  . 
 
Next, we provide the proofs of all results. 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: The first claim is a direct consequence of the event trigger given by (2.5) 
and (2.6). The proof of Claim 1 is straightforward and is omitted.  
 
Claim 1: If a solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.12) is defined on 
],0[ it   for certain Zi , then the solution is defined on ],0[ 1 it  . Moreover, it holds that 
))(())(())((
)(ˆ)(ˆ ii
xaxQtxV
ii


 , for all ],[ 1 iit                                     (3.8) 
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The next claim clarifies what happens when the parameter estimation error becomes zero at the time 
of an event.  
 
Claim 2: If a solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.12) satisfies 
 )(ˆ i  for certain Zi , then the solution is defined for all 0t  and satisfies  )(
ˆ t  for all it   
and Tijij )(    for ij  .  
 
Proof of Claim 2: Notice that  )(ˆ t  for all ),[ 1 iit  . Assume first that 0)( ix  . Since for every 
l , ny 0  the solution 
nty )(  of  )),(,()),(,( ykygykyfy   with initial condition 0)0( yy   
satisfies the inequality  0))(( yQtyV    for all 0t  (recall assumption (H1)), it follows that 
))(())(())(())((
)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ iii
xaxQxQtxV
iii


  for all ],[ 1 iit  . Consequently, it follows from (2.5) 
that Tii   1 . The same conclusion follows from (2.6) if 0)( ix  . Since equation (2.10) holds, it 
follows from (2.12) that   )(
ˆ
1i . Applying induction, we conclude that  )(
ˆ t  for all it   and 
Tijij )(    for all ij  .       
 
     The third claim shows that there is actually the time of an event with zero parameter estimation 
error. This is important because Claim 3 in conjunction with Claim 2 shows that the hybrid system 
(2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.12) is a well-posed, forward complete system with 
no accumulation point for the times of the events other than  .    
 
Claim 3: If 0)0( x  and  )0(ˆ  then there exists an integer },...,1{ Ni  that satisfies  )(ˆ i .   
 
Proof of Claim 3: The proof is made by contradiction. Suppose that 0)0( x ,  )(ˆ i  for Ni ,...,1,0 . 
We define 
  )(ˆ: iid , for Ni ,...,1,0                                                (3.9) 
It follows from (2.3) and (3.9) that there exist times N  ...0 10 , vectors 
l
Ndd ,...,, 0  with 
0id  for Ni ,...,0  and a right differentiable mapping    nNNnN CCx  };,...,{\],0[];,0[ 010    
satisfying  )))(,(),(()))(,(),(()( txdktxgtxdktxftx ii   for ),[ 1 iit  , 1,...,0  Ni . We next show that 
the solution also satisfies  0)))(,(),(( 1  ij dtxdktxg   for all ],[ 1 jjt  , 1,...,0  Ni , ij ,...,0 . 
Assumption (H3) guarantees that 0)( tx  for all ],0[ Nt  , which contradicts the assumption 
0)0( x .  
     Equations (2.4), (2.9) and the fact that NN 
~
 implies that 01 i  for 1,...,0  Ni . Using (2.10), 
(2.12), we obtain: 
0),(),( 1
0 0
1 1









  
 
iddtdtqtq
i i 
 ,for 1,...,0  Ni                             (3.10) 
Multiplying (3.10) from the left with 1id  we get: 
0),(
1 1
0 0
2
1  
 

i i
dtddtq i
 
  for 1,...,0  Ni                                  (3.11) 
Continuity of the mapping 
2
1),(),(  idtqt   and (3.11) imply that the following equality holds for 
all ],0[, 1 it   and 1,...,0  Ni :   
0),( 1 idtq                                                            (3.12) 
Definition (2.8) in conjunction with (3.12) (which implies that 0),( 1 idtq
dt
d
  for all 
},...,0{\],0[ 111  iit   and ],0[ 1 i , 1,...,0  Ni ) implies that 
0))(),(( 1 idtutxg , for all },...,0{\],0[ 111  iit  , 1,...,0  Ni                   (3.13) 
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Combining (3.13) with (2.3), (3.9) and exploiting the continuity of the mapping 
)))(,(),(( txdktxgt j  , we obtain that the solution satisfies  0)))(,(),(( 1  ij dtxdktxg   for all ],[ 1 jjt  , 
1,...,0  Ni , ij ,...,0 .       
 
We next notice that (2.10) implies that the parameter update law (2.12) satisfies the following 
estimate for all Zi : 
)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ 1 iii                                                   (3.14) 
Using the triangle inequality and (3.14), we get for Zi : 
)(ˆ2)(ˆ 1 ii                                                       (3.15) 
Assumption (H1) and Proposition 7 in [6] implies for every l  the existence of functions 
Ka  ,  such that for every 
nx 0  the solution 
ntx )(  of (2.2) with 0)0( xx   satisfies the 
inequality   01 )exp()( xtatx     for all 0t . It follows from Claim 2 and Claim 3 that for every 
l)0(ˆ, , 0)0( x  there exists an integer },...,1,0{ Nj  such that  )(ˆ t  for all jt  . Consequently, 
the solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of the closed-loop system (system (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and 
(2.12)) with initial condition 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  satisfies 
  )())(exp()( 1 jj xtatx     , for jt                              (3.16) 
Moreover, applying (3.15) inductively, it follows from Claim 2 and Claim 3 and the fact },...,1,0{ Nj , 
that for every l)0(ˆ, , 0)0( x  the solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of the closed-loop system with initial 
condition 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  satisfies 
   )0(ˆ2)(ˆ 1Nt , for all ],0[ jt                                   (3.17) 
For 0s , l , define the following functions for nx  : 
 
  )(2:)(max:);(~
2:)(min:);(
~
1
1
xasxQsxQ
sxVsxV
N
N








                          (3.18) 
Proposition 2.9 on page 21 in [1] implies that the mappings );(
~
sxVx  , );(
~
sxQx   are continuous 
and positive definite for each fixed 0s , l . Moreover, assumption (H2) guarantees that for 
each fixed 0s , l  the mapping );(
~
sxVx   is radially unbounded. Consequently, Proposition 
2.2 on page 107 in [2] implies that for each fixed 0s , l , there exist functions Ka ss ,,
~
,~    
such that 
  );(~~ , sxVxa s   ,   );(
~~
, sxQxs   , for all 
nx                               (3.19) 
It follows from (3.8), (3.17), definitions (3.18) and (3.19) that for every l)0(ˆ, , 0)0( x  the 
solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of the closed-loop system with 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  satisfies the following estimate 
for all ji ,...,0 : 
   )(~)(~ ,, iss xtxa   , for all ],[ 1 iit                                   (3.20) 
with   )0(ˆ:s . Define for each fixed 0s , l   )(~~:)( ,1,, rarq sss   , 0r  (notice that Kq s, ). 
It follows from (3.20) and the fact },...,1,0{ Nj  that the following estimate holds: 
 )0()( )( , xqtx
N
s , for all ],0[ jt                                      (3.21) 
where 


timesN
ss
N
s qqq ,,
)(
, ...:    with   )0(
ˆ:s . Combining (3.16), (3.21) the facts },...,1,0{ Nj  and 
NTNj   (a direct consequence of (2.4)), we obtain that for every 
l , 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  the 
solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of the closed-loop system with initial condition 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  satisfies the 
following estimate for all 0t : 
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   )0())(exp()( )( ,1 xqNTtatx Ns                                            (3.22) 
with   )0(ˆ:s . We notice that estimate (3.22) holds for the case 0)0( x  as well. The conclusion 
of the theorem is a direct consequence of (3.22) and the definition 
   rqNTtatr Ns)( ,1ˆ, ))(exp(:),(      for 0, tr  and   ˆ:s . The proof is complete.          
 
Proof of Theorem 3.2: Since all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold for Theorem 3.2, all relations in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 hold.   
     Since for each l , n0  is Locally Exponentially Stable (LES) for (2.2), there exists a 
family of constants 0,,   RM  parameterized by 
l , such that for every l , nx 0  with 
Rx 0  the solution of (2.2) with 0)0( xx   satisfies the estimate   0exp)( xtMtx     for 0t . 
Consequently, the solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.12) with 
initial condition 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  satisfies 
)())(exp()( jj xMttx    , for jt                                     (3.23) 
provided that  Rx j )( . Define 
   xxxaxA ,0:)(sup: 2 .                                                (3.24) 
Notice that due to (3.1), (3.24) and (3.18) for every l  there exist constants 0R , 012  KK  
such that 
);(
~2
1 sxVxK  , );(
~
)(
2
2 sxQxAK  , 
for all  ,nx  with ),min( Rx                                          (3.25) 
with   )0(ˆ:s . It follows from (3.8), (3.17), definitions (3.18) and (3.25) that for every 
l)0(ˆ, , 0)0( x , the solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.12) 
with initial condition 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  satisfies the following estimate for all ji ,...,0 : 
)()()( 2
1
1 ixAKKtx 
 , for all ],[ 1 iit                                  (3.26) 
provided that ),min()()( 121  RAKKx i
 . It follows from (3.26) and the fact },...,1,0{ Nj  that the 
following estimate holds for all ],0[ jt  : 
RxAKKtx
NN   )0()()( 2/2
2/
1 ,                                         (3.27) 
provided that ),,min()()0( 2/2
2/
1  RRAKKx
NN  . Combining (3.23), (3.27), the facts },...,1,0{ Nj  
and NTNj   (a direct consequence of (2.4)), we obtain that for every 
l)0(ˆ, , 0)0( x  the 
solution ))(ˆ),(( ttx   of (2.1) with (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.12) with 0)0( x , l)0(ˆ  
satisfies the following estimate: 
)0()()exp()exp()( 2/2
2/
1 xAKKMNTttx
NN    , for all 0t                     (3.28) 
provided that ),,min()()0( 2/2
2/
1  RRAKKx
NN  . We notice that estimate (3.28) holds for the case 
0)0( x  as well. The conclusion of the theorem is a direct consequence of (3.28) and definitions  
),,min()(:
~ 2/
2
2/
1ˆ, 
 RRAKKR NN  ,  2/2
2/
1ˆ,
)()exp(:
~ NN AKKMNTM    . 
The proof is complete.          
 
Proof of Theorem 3.3: The proof of Theorem 3.3 is almost identical with the proof of Theorem 
3.2, except of the fact that no restrictions in the magnitude of x  are needed for the derivation of all 
estimates.       
 
Proof of Corollary 3.4: System (3.3) is a system of the form (2.1) with BuAxuxf ),(  and 
lnxLuxg  )(),( , where lnnL :  is the linear operator defined by ll exCexCxL  ...11  for 
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nx   with le  )0,...,0,1(1 , … 
l
le  )1,0,...,0( . We next show that (H1), (H2), (H3) hold for 
system (3.3).  
    Indeed, assumptions (H1), (H2) hold with 
2
:)( xxV  , 
22 )(:)( xMxQ   , xKxk  :),(  for 
l , 
nx  . This fact is a consequence of the assumptions and the previous definitions. Moreover, 
assumption (H3) holds with 1N . This follows from our observability assumption, which gives the 
implication: 
 
“If there exist vectors l , lˆ , ll  ),...,( 1   with  
ˆ , 0 , nx 0  and a time 01   for 
which      0...exp... 0ˆ1111  xBKCCAtCC llll   for all ],0[ 1t , then 00 x .” 
 
The above implication is exactly the implication involved in assumption (H3) with 1N . The above 
definitions guarantee that all assumptions of Theorem 3.3 hold. The conclusions of the corollary are 
consequences of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 applied with 
2
:)( xaxa   for nx  .    
 
 
4. An Algorithmic Test of the Parameter-Observability Assumption    
 
    As shown in [3], one of the advantages of assumption (H3) is that it can be verified a priori 
without additional assumptions. Indeed, a convenient algorithmic way of checking assumption (H3) 
can be given for systems with at most one unknown parameter in each differential equation, i.e., 
systems of the form    
lNllN
euxgeuxguxfx  ),(...),(),(
111
                                        (4.1) 
where ne  )0,...,0,1(1 , … 
n
ne  )1,0,...,0(  and the integers },...,1{ lN i   ( li ,...,1 ) satisfy the 
condition 
},...,1{, lji  , ji NNji                                                  (4.2) 
Given arbitrary vectors ll 
ˆ,...,ˆ,ˆ, 21  and a smooth mapping 
mnlk :  with 0)0,( k  for 
all l , we perform the following algorithm which gives us a new vector lz  . Define 



l
i
Niiz i
exzkxgxzkxfxF
1
)),(,()),(,()(   for lz  . 
 
Algorithm:  
Step 1: Set 1ˆz . Let },...,1{1 lI   be the set of indices },...,1{ li  for which the implication 
0
,...2,1,0)),(,(
0)),(,(
)( 






x
jxzkxgL
xzkxg
i
j
F
i
z
                                      (4.3) 
holds.  
Step 1s : Set sz ˆ . Then set iiz   for all p
s
p
Ii
1
1


 . Let },...,1{ lI s   be the set of indices for which 
(4.3) holds.  
 
We are in a position to prove the following theorem. Its proof is provided in the following section.  
 
Theorem 4.1: Suppose that for every ll 
ˆ,...,ˆ,ˆ, 21  it holds that },...,1{
1
lI p
l
p


. Then assumption 
(H3) holds with lN   for system (4.1).  
 
    The following examples show how the above algorithm can be applied to nonlinear systems. The 
examples also show that the fulfilment of assumption (H3) may or may not impose restrictions on 
the nominal feedback controller. 
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Example 4.2: Consider the planar linear system 
 




,,),(
,
2
21
21221
uxxx
ucxxxxx 
                                                  (4.4) 
where c  is a known parameter. System (4.4) is a system with only one unknown parameter 
(  ) appearing in one differential equation and therefore is a system of the form (4.1) for which 
(4.2) holds. A feedback law that globally exponentially stabilizes the origin for (4.4) is given by 
 212211:),( cxxxkxkxk             (4.5) 
where 0, 21 kk  are constants. Applying the algorithm with 211 ),( cxxuxg   and taking repeated Lie 
derivatives with ),( xzku  , we get in the first step: 
 
0)1(,
0)()1(
0
21
2
221
212211
21






xkcckcxx
cxxzcxckxck
cxx
  
Therefore, implication (4.3) holds provided that 11
2
2  kcck . Theorem 4.1 guarantees that (H3) 
holds for system (4.4) with the feedback law (4.5), provided that 11
2
2  kcck . It should be noticed 
that condition 11
2
2  kcck  is a condition on the controller gains and implies that the fulfilment of 
assumption (H3) may impose restrictions on the nominal feedback controller.        
 
Example 4.3: Consider the nonlinear system 


uxxxx
uxxxxxxxx
,),(,),,(
,,
2
21
3
321
2
123321
2
1221

 
                                            (4.6) 
System (4.6) is a system with two unknown parameters ( 2 ), each one appearing in only one 
differential equation and therefore is a system of the form (4.1) for which condition (4.2) holds. 
Applying feedback linearization, we obtain a family of feedback laws, which achieve global 
asymptotic stabilization and local exponential stabilization of the origin for system (4.6): 
 
  2123212131212211 )(2:),( xxxxkxxxkxkxk                                  (4.7) 
 
where 0,, 321 kkk  are constants with 132 kkk  . We next apply the algorithm. Indeed, we have 21 ),( xuxg  , 
2
12 ),( xuxg   and we get by taking repeated Lie derivatives with ),( xzku  : 
 
 
   
     
0
0286
026
022
02
0
321
2
1
)2(
1321
2
12
2
321
2
1
321
2
11321
2
12
321
2
11
2
2
21
2
1















x
xxxLxxxxLxxxx
xxxLxxxxx
xxxxx
xx
x
FF
F


                            (4.8) 
 
   
2
132
2
12211
2
122321
2
1312211321
2
11
321
2
1
2
,0,0)(
0)()(
0
0
xxxxzxk
xzxxzxkzxkxkxxx
xxx
x











       (4.9) 
 
It follows from (4.8) that 12 I . However, (4.9) does not necessarily imply that 0x  and we 
conclude that }2{1 I  if 22 z . Continuing with the second step of the algorithm and taking 
22 z , we notice that (4.9) implies 0x  and consequently }1{21  II . Hence, Theorem 4.1 
guarantees that assumption (H3) holds for (4.6) with the feedback law given by (4.7). Notice that 
for this system the fulfilment of assumption (H3) does not impose any restriction on the nominal 
feedback controller given by (4.7).        
 
We next provide the proof of Theorem 4.1.  
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Proof of Theorem 4.1: Due to (4.1), (4.2), the verification of assumption (H3) with lN   requires 
to show the following implication: 
 
“If there exist times l  ...0 10 , vectors ),...,( 1  l , ),...,( ,01,00  lddd , …, 
l
llll ddd  ),...,( ,1,  with 0id  for li ,...,0  and a right differentiable mapping 
   nllnl CCx  };,...,{\],0[];,0[ 010    satisfying 



l
p
Npipi p
etxdktxgtxdktxftx
1
)))(,(),(()))(,(),(()(   for ),[ 1 iit  , 1,...,0  li ,  0)))(,(),(( ,1   pijp dtxdktxg   
for all ],[ 1 jjt  , lp ,...,1 , 1,...,0  li , ij ,...,0 , then 0)( tx  for all ],0[ lt  .”  
 
Suppose that there exist times l  ...0 10 , vectors ),...,( 1  l , ),...,( ,01,00  lddd , …, 
l
llll ddd  ),...,( ,1,  with 0id  for li ,...,0  and a right differentiable mapping 
   nllnl CCx  };,...,{\],0[];,0[ 010    satisfying 


l
p
Npipi p
etxdktxgtxdktxftx
1
)))(,(),(()))(,(),(()(   
for ),[ 1 iit  , 1,...,0  li ,  0)))(,(),(( ,1   pijp dtxdktxg   for all ],[ 1 jjt  , lp ,...,1 , 1,...,0  li , 
ij ,...,0 . Moreover, suppose that the application of the algorithm with l  and 01
ˆ d ,…, 
1
ˆ
 ll d  gives },...,1{
1
lI p
l
p


.  
 
    Step 1 of the algorithm with 01
ˆ d , in conjunction with the fact that 
0)))(,(),(( ,0  pip dtxdktxg   for all ],0[ 1t , 1Ip , li ,...,1  and implication (4.3) guarantees that 
0)( tx  for all ],0[ lt   when 0, pid . Therefore, next we consider the case },...,1{1 lI  , 0, pid  for 1Ip , 
li ,...,1 .  
 
    Step 2 of the algorithm with 12
ˆ d , in conjunction with the facts that 0, pid  for 1Ip , 
li ,...,1 , 0)))(,(),(( ,1  pip dtxdktxg   for all ],[ 21 t , 2Ip , li ,...,2  and implication (4.3) 
guarantees that 0)( tx  for all ],0[ lt   when 0, pid . Therefore, next we consider the case 
},...,1{21 lII  , 0, pid  for all 21 IIp  , li ,...,2 . 
 
   Continuing in this way, at the final step we conclude that 0)( tx  for all ],0[ lt  , because we 
cannot have 0, pld  for all },...,1{
1
lIp q
l
q


. The proof is complete.   
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks  
 
We present the proofs of state regulation and parameter convergence for our new regulation-
triggered approach to adaptive nonlinear control [3], as well as a Lie derivative-based algorithm for 
checking our parameter-observability assumption. Future work may address the relaxation of 
assumption (H3) as well as the development algorithms for checking the parameter observability 
assumption for nonlinear systems with more than one parameter per differential equation. 
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